A - the letter A cut out of heavy paper, Blo-pen

B - various colors of felt, buttons, needle and thread, scissors

C - dry florist foam block, serrated dinner knife

D - red, blue, and yellow food coloring, containers for food coloring (prepare according to directions for egg coloring but boost the amount of color), D cut from crepe paper or copy paper, scissors, needle, thread, and stick. (Last three items are optional)

How to: first dip the top 1/3 of the D in yellow. Then dip bottom 2/3+ of the D in red. Allow the red to overlap the yellow. Dip bottom 1/3 in blue.

E - slate board or black poster board, chalk, eraser

F - 2" x 17" strip of wrapping paper (solid color on one side), markers to decorate the other side

G - wood craft sticks, garden pruners to cut sticks, glue